These are lecture notes, in three main parts: phase space diagrams, Fermi-Eyges theory, and the application of the theory to transverse beam spreading in homogeneous matter.
Introduction
From time to time we teach a one week intensive course 'Techniques of Proton Radiotherapy' to persons involved in the design, upgrade or maintenance of proton radiotherapy facilities, or otherwise interested. An undergraduate degree in Physics or Engineering is required, but familiarity with particle physics is not. The course is equal parts basic physics, engineering (using the physics for useful calculations) and experimental devices and techniques. Lectures, a draft textbook, and some useful Fortran software and executables are available for free download [1, 2] .
These notes deal with deterministic transport theory, the topic (above all others) which time does not permit us to cover fully in the classroom. By this point in the course we have studied energy loss and multiple Coulomb scattering (MCS) of charged particles, and it is time to see what happens when those processes occur simultaneously with drift (motion along the beam axis).
Figure 1: Top view of protons stopping in a water tank, with transverse scale exaggerated. FermiEyges theory predicts the spatial and angular distributions of the full beam at any depth, and of the protons passing through the off-axis slit. Figure 1 shows a proton beam stopping in a water tank. The transverse scale is exaggerated (actual proton angles with respect to the beam are only a few degrees). The tracks were simulated by a simple Monte Carlo (MC) program. The first thirty were plotted without conditions. Thereafter, only those passing through a virtual off-axis slit were drawn. We'll sketch how the MC works, in order to contrast it with the main body of these notes.
The MC divides the water into layers or slabs. Starting at the first slab, a proton is 'transported' as follows. Its incoming position and direction are projected to the midpoint, and its energy reduced by an amount appropriate to a half-slab. x and y deflections are chosen at random from a probability distribution that obeys the laws of MCS for water, that slab thickness, and that proton energy. The new directions are used to project the track to the downstream face of the slab, and another half-slab of energy is deducted. Given incoming position, direction and energy we now have outgoing position, direction and energy. We repeat for the next slab, and so on until the proton stops (energy reduced to zero). Then the whole thing is repeated for the next proton.
Although real MCs such as Geant4 are more complicated, their basic principle is the same. Final quantities such as the rms spread of the beam at some depth, or the fluence at some point, are found by scoring the MC results. Accuracy is limited by statistics, that is, by how many proton 'histories' we have run. Thus the MC method is non-deterministic: its results change, consistent with statistics, from run to run. 1 Unfortunately, Monte Carlo is the best way presently known to solve problems where the geometry through which the protons propagate is complicated.
If, however, the geometry is simple (as in Figure 1 ) a deterministic and much faster method is available: Fermi-Eyges (FE) theory, the main subject of these notes. Because of the restricted geometry, FE by itself solves relatively few practical problems. Among those are single scattering beam lines, the front end of double scattering beam lines, beam spreading in matter, and the emittance increase in a cyclotron energy degrader. Nevertheless it is worth studying because it is a building block in many other problems, such as pencil beam dose algorithms and finding the most likely path of a proton through a degrader. FE gives us a feeling for how a beam behaves in simple cases, before we tackle more complicated ones.
Phase Space Diagrams
As Figure 1 shows, relationships between proton positions and directions are complicated even in a simple situation. Phase space diagrams give us a systematic way of visualizing them geometrically, even if we have to bring in other methods to get quantitative results. In the phase space picture each proton propagates along the beam direction z and we examine its phase space variables
at various 'depths' or values of z. x, y are transverse positions and x ′ , y ′ are slopes, which represent the proton's direction. In small angle approximation, which is always valid for radiotherapy protons, the slopes equal the projected angles θ x , θ y . (When there is no possibility of confusion, we'll drop the subscript and refer to θ x simply as θ. In other words, we'll use x ′ , θ x and θ more or less interchangeably.) E is the kinetic energy.
2 A 'phase space diagram' is a scatter plot of x ′ vs. x, or y ′ vs. y, at a given value of z. For a sample, look ahead at Figure 3 . Very soon, you will understand what is going on here and why such diagrams are useful. In the phase space picture E is a sort of 'ghost' variable, always present but not actually shown. It begins at the incident energy (say 160 Mev) and decreases as the protons progress down the beam line. When we start doing quantitative calculations we will need to keep track of it (that is, 'transport' it) because-for instance-the strength of a given scatterer located at some z will depend on the energy of the protons at that z. In simple cases, E decreases as a function of z in more or less the same way for all protons, so each snapshot at a given z can be labeled with some E. In more complicated cases (for instance, the patient) protons with significantly different energies may reach the same point x, y, z because of heterogeneities and multiple Coulomb scattering. Such situations are beyond the scope of these notes.
In some problems it may be more convenient to use a variable other than E as the 'longitudinal' variable. For instance, in problems involving magnets, the momentum pc (MeV) is convenient, whereas in dosimetry we may use the residual range in water (cm). Always, the longitudinal variable is some measure of the proton's speed.
Phase space diagrams and the concept of the beam ellipse are much used in connection with particle accelerator and magnetic beam line design [5] . Their explicit use in papers on scattered beams is relatively recent, though even the early development of Fermi-Eyges theory implies a phase-space picture in the background.
In oriented materials, scattering may be very different in x and y. We only consider homogeneous scatterers, where the scattering in x and y is the same, so it is sufficient to draw a diagram for one or the other. We'll use x, θ (= θ x = x ′ ). That works until the point in the beam line where a beam limiting device (collimator) or something else breaks the symmetry between x and y.
Model Beam Line
Let's introduce phase space with a beam line of no practical use. It is a 'separated' beam line consisting of three thin scatters (MCS and energy loss only, no drift) separated by voids or 'drifts' (drift only, no MCS or energy loss), followed by an ideal collimator having a small slit on axis, followed by a final drift. In any real slab of matter MCS, energy loss and drift occur simultaneously. Eventually we'll take that into account. In the beginning it's easier to separate them. Figure 2 shows proton rays in the model beam line with, as always, the transverse dimension greatly magnified. Figure 3 is a preview of the phase space diagrams corresponding to those rays. Each frame shows phase space going into that beam line element; thus S3 labels the phase space diagram obtaining at the entrance to the third scatterer. The next two sections explain these phase space diagrams.
Effect of a Scatterer
In a scatterer, points representing single protons receive random vertical kicks. The size of the kick has a Gaussian distribution with a width that depends on the scatterer material and thickness, and on the proton energy at that z. The distribution of kicks is independent of x for a uniform scatterer. The kicks may be positive, negative, small (more likely) or large. Figure 4 illustrates all that. No point is untouched, except the lucky proton that does not scatter. However, because there is no drift in a thin scatterer, the horizontal position of each point is unaffected.
Effect of a Drift
In a drift, points in the upper half move to the right in proportion to their distance from the x axis whereas points in the lower half move to the left. In a pure drift (no scattering) the vertical position of each point is unaffected. The net result is a shear (not a rotation!) of the phase space distribution. Points on the x axis stay where they are. Figure 5 illustrates all this. To help we have drawn the proton trajectories (x vs. z) in the top part of the figure.
The Beam Ellipse
A subset of points in the phase space diagram can be surrounded by an ellipse. The entire behavior of the beam is encapsulated in the behavior of that ellipse, as we'll see.
In scattering/drift beam lines (even when the two occur simultaneously) the ellipse has a rigorous quantitative meaning. It is an iso-density contour in phase space, as we'll show. That contrasts with accelerator theory (magnetic beam transport) where the beam ellipse is merely a convenience. It contains a defined fraction of the beam, but is not directly related to the phase space density.
Figure 3 frame C (phase space at collimator entrance) shows a typical beam ellipse. The area enclosed by the beam ellipse is an important property of the beam known as its emittance. In the Appendix we show that the area enclosed by a tilted centered ellipse equals π x ′ int x max (or, by symmetry, π x ′ max x int ). 3 The area enclosed by a degenerate ellipse (point or line segment), and therefore the emittance of the beam so described, is zero. That means a beam can have a finite size (extent in x) or divergence (extent in x ′ ) or both, and still have zero emittance. Zero emittance means that position and angle are perfectly correlated, not that either is necessarily zero.
Phase Space Diagrams for the Model Beam Line
We are now ready to understand the phase space diagrams in Figure 3 . 4 The first frame shows the ideal beam entering the first scatterer. The beam has neither spatial extent nor divergence, so all of the protons fall on a single point at the origin of phase space. (For better visual effect, we have drawn a small blob instead.)
Leaving the scatterer into the first void, the beam has acquired a distribution of angles but still no size. Entering the second scatterer phase space has sheared. The beam now has both size and angular spread but x ′ and x are perfectly correlated and the phase space area (had the incident beam truly been a point) is still zero. Leaving the second scatterer, however, the phase space distribution will have an area no matter how perfect the incident beam. The exact correlation between angle and position is destroyed. 'Angular confusion' has been introduced.
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You can follow the rest by yourself: a shear, more scatter, another shear. We have drawn an ellipse around the beam entering the collimator. 6 Finally, a few of the protons pass through a narrow slit in the collimator. The rest stop. Protons emerging have no spatial spread left (except the slit width) but they have an angular spread. The rms value of that spread θ C is the quantitative definition of the angular confusion of the beam. Note that we have solved-by Monte Carlo simulation-a problem that might at first seem difficult: If an ideal incident beam makes its way down a sequence of scatterers and drifts, what is the angular spread of protons that happen to pass through a slit at the end? When we study Fermi-Eyges theory, we'll learn how to compute θ C another way, without simulation.
Soon we'll also learn why we're interested in θ C . When we compute the transverse penumbra of a scattered beam (the sharpness of the shadow cast by a collimator and therefore, the sharpness of the dose distribution) θ C turns out to be the key and it, in turn, depends on the emittance as should be obvious from frame C of Figure 3 . No emittance, no θ C . Figure 7 shows a beam ellipse before and after a drift. x int does not change because points on the x axis do not move in a drift. x ′ max does not change because there is no scattering. From our area formula we therefore conclude that the area enclosed by the beam ellipse, that is, the emittance, is conserved in a drift. This is a special case of Liouville's Theorem.
Emittance Change in a Drift

Emittance Change in a Scatterer
Consider Figure 3 panel V1. Scattering by itself does not increase emittance. If the incident beam were truly perfect, the phase space distribution in V1 (degenerate ellipse) would still have no area. Emittance first comes about unavoidably in panel V2 just after the second scatterer. Two factors are needed for an emittance increase: the beam must have some size, or spread in x, and the scatterer must have some finite strength, that is, cause some random up or down kicks in θ. Indeed, we will show later that the increase (in quadrature) of the emittance in a thin scatterer equals exactly π times the product of the rms size of the beam at the scatterer times the rms angular deflection caused by the scatterer. A given scatterer will increase the emittance less, if it is further upstream where the beam is smaller. That becomes an important consideration in beamline design. Figure 8 shows a modern double scattered passive beam line. 7 We have drawn selected Monte Carlo generated rays, ones that pass through a virtual slit near each collimator edge. These justify our interest in θ C since the unsharpness of the collimator's shadow clearly depends on the rms cone angle of protons grazing the collimator. It also clearly depends on how far downstream the water tank is, showing why air gap is so important in proton radiotherapy. The dose edge is further degraded by scattering in the water tank, showing why depth in the patient is yet another important factor. Figure 9 shows the same beam in phase space, interleaved with projections onto the x axis to show fluence distributions in x. The first three panels are as before. The fluence entering the second scatterer is Gaussian. However, leaving S2 (entering the second air gap) two new things have happened. A collimator (not shown in Figure 8 ) around S2 cuts off phase space at some radius, producing sharp edges. Also, S2 is stronger, and therefore the vertical kicks are greater, near the beam axis. The ensuing greater shear as protons drift to the patient collimator C is, by design, just enough to flatten the fluence distribution. The setup used for these differs in two points from Figure 8 . There is a collimator surrounding S2, and the 'patient collimator' is a half-beam block with one edge on axis rather than the symmetric one of Figure 8 .)
Phase Space for a More Realistic Beam Line
The patient collimator chops off protons on the left and right creating sharp edges at A3. Those edges shear in the ensuing drift so their projections entering the water tank smear out, causing penumbra which depends not only on the angular confusion (vertical extent of the phase space distribution) at C but also on the length of the drift (air gap). Multiple scattering and drift in the water tank blur the edges still further.
Summary
The phase space coordinates of a proton at depth z are x, x ′ , y, y ′ and E.
A phase space diagram is a scatter plot of x ′ vs, x. Each point represents one proton. The diagram is not a cross section of the beam! In a thin scatterer each point acquires a random ± vertical kick, whose rms size depends on the strength of the scatterer. Its x position is unchanged.
In a pure drift, the phase space distribution shears, points above the x axis moving right in proportion to their distance from the axis, points below moving left. Points on the x axis do not move.
A phase space distribution can be characterized by an ellipse which is an isodensity contour (to be shown).
The beam emittance is the area enclosed by the ellipse and equals π x
Emittance is conserved in a drift, and increases (in quadrature) by π x rms θ 0 in a thin scatterer (to be shown). Thus a given scatterer has greater effect, the larger the incident beam.
The evolution of the beam ellipse (three parameters) can be computed by Fermi-Eyges theory (to be shown). That amounts to complete knowledge of the beam at every z provided the requirements of FE theory are met.
Miscellaneous Topics
This section gets a few issues out of the way before we begin Fermi-Eyges theory proper.
Review of Gaussians
The standard 1D Gaussian probability density P and its normalization, mean and variance are
P (u) stands for a probability density whose dimensionality is indicated by the number of arguments. Thus P (x, θ) dx dθ is a joint probability, P (x| θ) dx is a conditional probability and N P (x, θ) is a number density in phase space given N incident protons. The 2D 'cylindrical' Gaussian probability density is
which is also normalized
and Eq. 5 is often written
When reading a paper, consider whether the authors use Eq. 5 or Eq. 8 because of the √ 2 difference in the Gaussian width parameter (r 0 or σ r ).
The Gaussian Approximation to MCS
Angular and fluence distributions in Fermi-Eyges theory are Gaussian: FE alone can never predict a non-Gaussian distribution of anything. That flows from the basic assumptions (infinite uniform slabs) and the fact that MCS is very nearly Gaussian. How good is that approximation? Figure 10 shows the outgoing projected angle distribution of 158. 6 MeV protons traversing 1 cm of water, according to three variants of MCS theory. 8 'Highland' is a Gaussian with a width parameter θ 0 given by Highland's formula, a simple and quite accurate parametrization of the full theory. 'Hanson' is also a Gaussian, but its width parameter is obtained by computing the full theory, then finding the Gaussian that best approximates it. Finally, 'Molière' is the full theory of the angular distribution. It has been compared to experiment and is known to be correct to a few percent [8] . Figure 10 shows that the central part of the angular distribution is indeed Gaussian out to about 2.5 σ, and that the three methods agree very well in that region. The ±2.5 σ region contains about 99% of the protons according to the normal probability integral [9] . If the projected angle distribution is Gaussian, then in small angle approximation the projected spatial distribution on a screen or measuring plane somewhere downstream will also be Gaussian. That justifies a theory that predicts nothing but Gaussians in the very simple cases for which it holds.
Most problems in proton radiotherapy are treated adequately in the Gaussian approximation, with a width parameter given by one or another version of Molière theory. In the rare case where that is inadequate, the problem is usually not the 'single scattering tail' of the Molière distribution evident in Figure 10 , but the halo of charged secondaries from non-elastic nuclear reactions that soon appears around any proton beam traversing matter [10].
Relativistic Single Particle Kinematics
Any introduction to special relativity will provide the basis for the following equations. If E is the kinetic energy of a particle we define its reduced kinetic energy as
where mc 2 is the particle's rest energy. Then β ≡ v/c is given by
where v is the particle's speed and c is the speed of light. The kinematic quantity pv, common in MCS theory, is given by
where p is the momentum. For completeness, the momentum itself is given by
which we would need were we dealing with charged particle transport in magnets. These three equations are convenient because their relativistic and nonrelativistic limits are obvious at a glance and because they avoid small differences between large quantities which can occur in relativistic kinematics if one is not careful. On a log plot, the correct distribution peels away at 2.5σ, and is more than 100× higher at 5σ.
Completing the Square
The technique called 'completing the square' allows us to evaluate certain definite integrals. The formula is
where
Scattering Power
An important concept in transport theory is the scattering power
T , the rate of change with z of the variance of the projected MCS angle, bears a superficial resemblance to stopping power S ≡ −dE/dz, the rate of energy loss. However, the analogy is imperfect. S, for which there is one generally accepted theory [3] , is a function of the proton's speed or energy and of atomic properties of the stopping material at the point of interest. If we compute S everywhere in a finite slab and integrate, we obtain the correct energy loss in the slab. But if (following Rossi [11]) we compute T as a similarly 'local' function of speed and stopping material and integrate that, the answer is substantially too large, particularly for thin slabs.
That might not seem to be a problem because the generally accepted theory of multiple Coulomb scattering-Molière theory [12, 13, 14] -gives θ x accurately for arbitrary ions, materials, slab thicknesses, and incident energy. But Molière theory deals only with finite slabs and is therefore not directly suited to transport calculations, deterministic or Monte Carlo, which require a formula for the instantaneous rate of change of θ x . T is most usefully understood as satisfying that requirement: a differential approximation to Molière theory, or a function which, when integrated, reproduces the Molière/Fano/Hanson angle [8] more or less accurately.
We find that the formula for T must be nonlocal. The rate of change of θ x with respect to z for (say) 50 MeV protons in water depends to some extent on how much water they have already gone through. There are different ways of expressing that nonlocality [15] .
We repeat here, from [15] , a few formulas necessary later. Our own 'differential Molière' scattering power is
where E s = 15.0 Mev. The correction factor, which measures nonlocality by the decrease in pv, is
p 1 v 1 is the initial value and pv is the value at the point of interest. The scattering length X S (cm) is a property of the material at the point of interest given by
where ρ is density, α is the fine structure constant, N is Avogadro's number, r e is the classical electron radius and A, Z are the atomic weight and atomic number of the scattering element. In compounds or mixtures, atoms act independently ('Bragg rule') and the slab is equivalent to very thin sheets of each constituent in the correct proportion. That picture leads directly to
where w i is the fraction by weight of the i th constituent. X S is a material property very similar to X 0 , the radiation length. Table 1 compares X S with X 0 for some materials. (Note that it is mass scattering length and radiation length that are tabulated.)
When integrated, T dM reproduces Molière/Fano/Hanson theory, as well as experimental data at 158.6 MeV [8] , to a few percent over a wide range of materials for normalized slab thicknesses ∆z/R from 0.001 to 1 [15] . There is indirect evidence that it also works for mixed slabs [15] , but that has not yet been tested experimentally for T dM or any other scattering power.
The nonlocal correction to T seems paradoxical, implying that the interactions of a proton in water at 50 MeV depend upon how much water has been traversed. However, multiple Coulomb scattering is not a primitive process! It can be viewed as a statement about the statistics of a large cohort of protons each of which has suffered a large number of atomic encounters. Without the nonlocal correction factor their rms spread in angle would be exactly proportional to the square root of slab thickness, but it is not, because MCS is not exactly Gaussian. Therefore the degree of approach to 'Gaussianity' also plays a role. That is a statistical statement with no implications for the underlying single scattering process which indeed depends only on a proton's speed and impact parameter at the point of interaction, and on the atomic properties of the scattering material.
Fermi-Eyges Theory
History
Fermi (concerned with the propagation of cosmic rays) considered the joint probability of position and angle, due to MCS, of a single charged particle entering a uniform medium (the atmosphere). He evidently did not consider his derivation worth publishing, since Rossi and Greisen [16] state in a footnote 'The developments in this article follow closely a lecture given by Professor Fermi at the University of Chicago in the summer of 1940 and include some unpublished results. The writers wish to express their sincere appreciation to Professor Fermi for allowing them to make use of these results.' Later, Eyges [17] included the effect of energy loss, which Fermi had ignored. Still later, the theory was generalized to cover a non-ideal (but still Gaussian) incident beam, a stack of slabs of different materials, and improved formulas for the scattering power. We can regard this generalized theory as a way of propagating the beam ellipse (hence the phase space distribution) through homogeneous mixed slabs, and we'll refer to it simply as Fermi-Eyges or FE theory, dropping the 'generalized '. Here are a few comments for the student reading the early papers to reconcile those with our version. Neither Rossi and Greisen [16] nor Eyges [17] use the term 'scattering power'. However, Rossi's book [11] uses θ 2 s ∼ rad 2 /(g/cm 2 ) and clearly recognizes that some formulas for θ 2 s are better than others, as well as the issues raised by more accurate theories such as Molière's. The scattering power more or less built into Eyges' derivation (our T FR ) is the worst possible choice [18, 15] . The term 'mass scattering power' was introduced by Brahme [19] who was also an early user of FE theory in radiotherapy (electrons). The same paper gives a way (not generally used nowadays) of incorporating Molière theory into the scattering power.
Early papers alternate between space and projected angle. We use projected angle exclusively, which makes our scattering power half as large. Also in early papers, depth is commonly expressed in units of the radiation length of the material, which is awkward if there is more than one material. For the same reason we normally use scattering power T ∼ (rad 2 /cm) rather than mass scattering power T /ρ ∼ (rad 2 /(g/cm 2 ), range R rather than mass range ρR, and so on. 
The Basic Theory
Consider Figure 11 . Our eventual goal is to find the phase space distribution and related quantities at any depth z if an arbitrary Gaussian beam enters at z = 0. Let z be the beam direction and x, y transverse directions (y is up and x, y, z form a right handed frame). For the present, suppose a single proton enters the first slab, whose upstream face is at z = 0, along the z axis. In a very short but mathematically sophisticated paper, Eyges [17] showed that the probability of finding the proton later at some z > 0 with x in dx and θ in dθ is
The A n are moments of T namely
and
From now on, we suppress the z dependence, it being understood that the A n and any related quantities are functions of depth. B is greater than zero if there is any scattering at all, as the following proof by Jette [20] shows. The first line is true by inspection for any z > 0 because T > 0 (the mean squared angle can only increase with z).
To find the distribution of θ irrespective of x we integrate P (x, θ) over x. Completing the square in Eq. (20) by using Eq. (13) with u . = x we find
The term A 1 θ/A 0 , independent of x, is equivalent to a shift in origin which we can ignore since the integral runs from −∞ to ∞. Using Eq. (2) we find
Comparing with Eq. (1)we find that A 0 equals the variance of θ
which was already obvious from Eq. 21 and the definition of T . By virtue of the symmetry of Eq. (20) any equation in θ can be turned into a corresponding equation in x by swapping x, θ and A 0 , A 2 . Thus Eq. (25) becomes
while Eq. (26) becomes
and A 2 equals the variance of x.
That is less obvious, but a simple physical argument will be given later (Section 5.1). In addition to the gross variance of x and θ we require θ 2 C , the variance of θ at a given x (the angular spread of protons emerging from a narrow slit at some x) and x 2 eff , the variance of x at a given θ (harder to visualize). 9 According to probability theory the conditional probability of θ given x is
showing that, given x, the most probable θ is
Furthermore
θ C is independent of x: the angular spread of protons emerging from a slit is independent of the tranverse position of the slit.
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Similarly
showing that, given θ, the most probable x is
which is independent of θ. The transverse spread of protons at a given inclination to the axis is independent of the inclination. We have given simple physical interpretations of A 0 and A 2 . To interpret A 1 consider < x θ >, the covariance of x and θ. The average can be arranged in either of two ways. Choosing the outer average to be over x (denoted <> x ) and denoting 'θ given x' by θ| x we have
The third line follows from Eq. (33) and the fact that the distribution of θ| x is Gaussian so the mean equals the most probable value. The fourth line follows from Eq. (30). Thus
Of course, the same result is obtained doing the averages the other way. So far we have linked A 0 to the gross angular spread (Eq. 27), A 1 to the correlation between x and θ (Eq. 38) and A 2 to the gross transverse spread (Eq. 30). Further interpretations of the A n and B, of a more geometric sort, will appear in the next section. As an application of the ones given so far, consider
The angular spread at a point (spread of protons emerging from a narrow slit) is less than the gross angular spread unless < x θ > = 0. Note: many writers absorb the physical interpretation of the A n into the notation, writing Eq. (20) for instance as
We prefer Eyges' notation as being easier to read. It also emphasizes that the A n are simply three numbers that can be calculated as a function of z, the depth in the stack.
The Beam Ellipse
The contour in phase space on which the probability density Eq. (20) equals e −1/2 = 0.606 = 61% of its central value is found by setting
According to the analytic geometry of conic sections Eq. (40) describes an ellipse because B > 0. It is a centered ellipse because F is invariant under x → −x, θ → −θ (no linear terms in x or θ).
The extremaθ of the ellipse are found as usual by setting dF/dx equal to 0, giving x = A 1 θ/A 0 . Putting that into Eq. (40) and simplifying we find that
In other words, the rms values of x and θ define the bounding box of the ellipse. Figure 12 shows what we have learned so far in A, B notation. Figure 13 shows the same thing in x, θ notation.
In Appendix A we show that the area bounded by a centered ellipse in x, y is πǫ = π y int x max = π x int y max According to Eq. (34) θ C is the rms spread in θ at any given value of x, including 0, which means θ C is the y intercept of the ellipse. Eq. (23) gives the conjugate maximum of the ellipse,
or area bounded by the ellipse = π √ B
which is the interpretation of B. In accelerator physics the bounded area is called the emittance of the beam [5] . 11 However, in accelerator physics the beam ellipse is merely a convenience (we know how to transport it through magnets and drifts) and Gaussian phase space density is usually only a rough approximation. By contrast, in proton transport through matter the phase space density really is Gaussian to a very good approximation and iso-density contours really are elliptical.
A 1 = < x θ > is related to the tilt of the beam ellipse. It is conventional [7] to derive an equation for Ψ, the angle from the x axis to the principal axis of the ellipse, namely
This must be used with discretion as the denominator warns us: A 2 and A 0 have different dimensions and cannot be added. Ψ refers to the angle as measured in a particular drawing of the beam ellipse, and the A n in Eq. (45) are appropriately scaled versions of the real A n . From Eq. (32) the most probable θ given x is θ = (A 1 /A 2 ) x, a line which we can identify with OR in Figure 12 . Similarly from Eq. (35) we can identify OQ as the locus of the most probable x given θ. 
Drawing the Ellipse Given the Moments
Instead of deriving Ψ let us solve a related problem: Draw the ellipse corresponding to given A 0 , A 1 and A 2 . In a computer program, any ellipse is most conveniently drawn using the parametric form of Appendix A whose equations Eq. (87) and Eq. (88) we can rewrite
x andθ define the bounding box in graph units. To generate points on the ellipse, let t range in steps from 0 to 2π. To find δ note that Eq. (102), in our present notation, yields
Unlike using B (always positive) as the third ellipse parameter, this procedure preserves the sign information (converging or diverging beam) in A 1 because the principal range of sin
in Eqs. (46) and (47). It may be (cf. Figure 3 ) that we do not know the A n explicitly but wish to draw an ellipse around a set of points obtained by Monte Carlo, or otherwise. In that case we find the statistical rms values of x i and θ i and fit a line to θ i (x i ) to find < dθ/dx >. Then
In Figure 3 we multiplied < x 2 > 1/2 and < θ 2 > 1/2 by 2.5 to obtain the larger ellipse. Figure 14 is a reality check which puts to work everything we have learned so far. It shows beam ellipses corresponding to a 127 MeV proton pencil beam propagating in a near stopping thickness (0.97×range) slab of water, divided into five equal parts. We used T dM for the scattering power. The bounding box of the final ellipse is shown. Its x rms agrees well with the measurement by Preston and Koehler [21] . Next, for a problem of practical importance that can be fully handled by Fermi-Eyges theory, let's return to Figure 11 which represents one step of a compensated range modulator [1] and the air between it and the second scatterer. Anticipating the next section, Figure 15 shows the evolution of an ideal 230 Mev incident proton beam in Pb/Lexan/air. The Pb approximates a thin scatterer. Only the distribution of θ changes. The Lexan introduces more scattering as well as some drift making the emittance non-zero. The air (here divided into three slabs) is an almost pure drift: no increase in θ rms or emittance. Now let's see how we compute those ellipses.
Ellipse Examples
Transporting the Beam Ellipse Through a Slab
We want to generalize from a perfect beam entering a single slab to a beam of finite emittance entering a stack of slabs (each homogeneous and transversely infinite). Some slabs may be air (little scattering) or void (no scattering). We call this 'mixed slab' or 'stack' geometry.
Consider a perfect beam entering a homogeneous slab extending from 0 to z 2 with an imaginary break at z 1 . Take (for instance) the second moment at z 2 namely Consider the first integral on the RHS. If we add and subtract z 1 we may write it
where A 01 stands for the zeroth moment at z 1 and so on. Thus
Since z 1 and z 2 are perfectly general we can set z 1 to 0 and z 2 to z. Proceeding similarly for the other two moments and letting unprimed denote a moment at 0 and primed a moment at z we find
There is no physics in Eqs. (49 -51). They express a mathematical property of moments based on the additivity of definite integrals. The initial moments need not come from scattering. They may represent the parameters of an incident beam. Any set is valid provide A 0 ≥ 0, A 2 ≥ 0 and
If A 1 = < x θ > is negative the beam ellipse slopes down (θ decreases as x increases) which (recalling our discussion of phase space diagrams) describes a converging beam. That cannot be produced with scatterers, but can be, and often is, produced with magnets. After a sufficiently long drift, any converging beam will diverge as the protons cross the beam axis. That too is built into Eqs. (49 -51). z ′ stands for position along the stack. Its role in expressions like (z − z ′ ) 2 is obvious. In T (z ′ ) it is more subtle. It is a bookeeping tool meaning 'where we are in the stack'. As shown by Eq. (16), one possible choice for T , we will need a kinematic quantity pv (which depends on kinetic energy, which depends on z ′ ) and atomic properties of the current material (which also depend on z ′ ). The beam transport program will have to include a procedure which accepts z ′ and, knowing the incident energy and how the stack is constructed, returns the variables upon which T directly depends.
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To summarize this section, we have derived three equations which transport an initial set of A s (Fermi-Eyges moments or ellipse parameters) through a finite homogeneous slab. The initial A s can represent either an incident beam or previous scattering. If they are zero the incident beam is ideal and we recover the original definitions of the moments. The equations can be repeated as often as necessary to transport the beam through a stack. The kinetic energy, or some equivalent longitudinal quantity, must also be transported, of course.
Emittance Change in a Drift
If a slab is void T (z ′ ) = 0, the integrals in Eqs. (49) through (51) vanish, and the remaining terms transport the incident ellipse through a drift. By direct calculation
for any z, recovering the fact that emittance is conserved in a drift (despite the fact that A 1 , A 2 , the phase space distribution, and the beam cross section all change, except in trivial cases).
Emittance Change in a Scatterer
Eqs. (49 -51) have another important consequence. Suppose a given beam (given A s) falls on a thin scatterer so that we can assume T is nearly constant and evaluate the integrals accordingly. Then
whereT is the value at the midpoint of ∆z. To lowest order in ∆z
If we take the square root, the quadratic difference on the RHS is just θ 0 , the rms strength of the thin scatterer [8] . Thus the quadratic change in emittance in a thin scatterer is
where x rms is the rms size of the beam impinging on the scatterer. If a beam of known emittance enters N scatterers separated by drifts, the final emittance is πǫ where
Thus, if a passive beam line can be approximated by thin scatterers separated by drifts (as is usually the case) the final emittance can be approximated without the full Fermi-Eyges treatment by just computing the beam size at each scatterer, which is easier (see Section 5.1). Of course, each θ 0 must be computed with due regard for the proton energy at that scatterer.
Eq. (53) has important consequences for beamline design. As Figures 8 and 9 show, the transverse penumbra of a double scattered beam depends on the angular confusion at the patient collimator, θ C , which is proportional to ǫ (Eq. 43). Therefore the penumbra can be reduced by placing the second scatterer further upstream, where the beam is smaller. (That is also obvious geometrically from Figure 8.) If the incident beam is small, the first scatterer (no matter how strong) will cause relatively little emittance increase. That accounts for the small penumbra of single scattered beams. In fact, their penumbra is usually dominated by the air (which acts as a second scatterer) between the first scatterer and the patient.
Differential Form of the Transport Equations
Broadly speaking there are two applications of transport theory: beamline design and dose reconstruction in the patient. Passive beamlines are composed of slabs (though some may be nonuniform) so Eqs. (49 -51) are a good starting point. In the patient, however, material properties change voxel by voxel and a finer-grained approach is needed. We wish to compute the changes in moments as the beam passes through a voxel of length ∆z, assuming the material is known. These are easily derived from Eqs. (49 -51) by assuming T approximately equals its central valueT in each voxel ('midpoint rule'). If, following Kanematsu [18] , we rewrite the result to minimize the number of multiplications we find ∆A 0 =T ∆z (54)
These equations are usually embedded in a general procedure which also transports other quantities (e.g. kinetic energy or pv or residual range) through ∆z.
Equivalent Sources
It is sometimes convenient to mentally replace the beamline upstream of some measuring plane z MP by an equivalent source. For example, we might want to replace the Pb/Lexan/air stack which represents one modulator step of a double scattering system by an equivalent point source some distance S upstream of the location of the second scatterer. Knowing S gives us the effective 'throw' of the first scatterer, allowing us to adjust its strength to produce the desired Gaussian width on the second scatterer. There are three different ways of defining an equivalent source. The first two are in ICRU Report 35 [7] . Our formulas agree with that reference, of course, but our derivations are more geometric.
Effective Extended Source
The effective extended source is that ellipse which drifts into the given ellipse at z MP in a drift distance S eff . Since there are infinitely many such ellipses, we require in addition that the source ellipse be erect, < x θ > = A 1 = 0. Figure 16 (top) illustrates the situation. Consider point Q. The drift distance of a general phase space point (x, θ) from an initial (0, θ) is
From the known phase space coordinates of Q ( Figure 12 ) we therefore find
The effective extended source reproduces the given ellipse exactly. Emittance is the same since emittance does not change in a drift. Since points on the x axis do not move in a drift, the rms size of the (erect) source ellipse is
as shown earlier (Eq. 37). That justifies the notation x eff .
Virtual Point Source
The virtual point source is the ellipse that would drift into the line OR, the locus of the most probable proton direction given x. Therefore it is the point from which the protons observed at z MP seem to emanate. For a unique definition we again require that the source ellipse be erect (Figure 16 , bottom). A line is a degenerate ellipse (emittance = √ B = 0) and an erect line is a point source with finite angular spread. Its parameters can be read from Figure 16 . Using Eq. (57) and the coordinates of R we find
The gross angular spread of the given ellipse is the quadratic sum of the spread of the virtual point source and the angular confusion:
as can be verified by expressing each term in terms of the A's.
Effective Scattering Point
The author, ignorant at that time of Fermi-Eyges theory, defined [8] a third equivalent source distance using the back projected asymptote of σ x (z) (Figure 17 ). Kanematsu later called this the effective scattering point [22] . It can be identified with the upper right corner of the bounding box. Using Eq. (57) as before we obtain Looking at Figure 12 and keeping Eq. (57) in mind we can immediately write
After any substantial drift B, though it remains constant, is much smaller than its largest possible value A 0 A 2 (see Figure 15) . The three source distances become very nearly equal, and the potentially nettlesome question of which one to use in a given problem becomes moot.
Examples
Suppose we have a system not unlike the Burr Center eye treatment line, a 160 MeV proton beam traversing 12 cm of Lexan followed by ≈ 90 cm of air. (The residual range is 3.9 cm H 2 O.) Figure 18 shows various computations of the equivalent source as a function of the depth of the measuring plane (MP). Full lines, full circles are computed with the preferred scattering power T dM ; dashed lines are computed with T IC , the same as T dM without the single scattering correction [15] . The difference is minor. Open circles represent the method described in [8] (back projection of the beam envelope at the 1σ level) which we often use in place of Fermi-Eyges theory. In principle it should be compared with z esp , but it uses Highland's formula, making the comparison questionable. Air has a noticeable effect on the calculation. The emittance increase in air is ≈ 2.4×. If we substitute helium or hydrogen, the emittance increase is much less and the curves rise almost vertically (little change in z xxx with z MP ).
All that said, the real message of Figure 18 is how little difference any of this makes. The full range of source positions, once we are some distance downstream, is a few mm, and the total spread in the distance of the source to the MP, over all methods, is around 1%. Figure 19 shows a practical application. The Burr Center neurosurgery beam is a single scattered beam using binary sets of Pb and Lexan slabs, manipulated by a computer, to scatter and range modulate the beam. As the slab configuration changes, so does the effective origin of protons, resulting in a small change in fluence. That change is compensated, to maintain a flat spread-out Bragg peak, by adjusting the in-beam time of each configuration. For Figure 19 , the equivalent source was computed according to the z BG (effective scattering point) method [8] . The others would give very similar source distances as we have just seen.
Beam Fraction Contained in a Generalized Beam Ellipse
The fraction of beam contained in the beam ellipse is of interest if, for instance, a degraded beam serves as the source for a magnetic beam line. It is obtained by integrating that part of the probability density Eq. (20) that lies within the ellipse. We can do that in closed form by transforming the ellipse into an erect ellipse (denoted with a prime) and then into a circle (double prime), while the number of phase space points inside remains the same.
Let us first define the ellipse more generally than we did in Eq. 40, letting
where ρ > 0 is a dimensionless parameter. Following the methods of Sec. 4.3 , this ellipse has bounding boxx = ρ √ A 2 ,θ = ρ √ A 0 and area πρ The ellipse, now a circle of radius ρ √ B, still contains the same beam fraction and P ′′ is still normalized cf. Eq. (6) . Therefore the desired beam fraction is
The last equality says that if we take the ellipse as the contour where the probability density is down by e.g. 39.3% from its central value (corresponding to ρ = 1, the 'standard' ellipse), then the fraction of beam inside is also 39.3%. We have simply generalized to phase space a property of cylindrical Gaussians pointed out by Preston and Koehler [21] . Alternatively, one might wish to find the value of ρ and the corresponding emittance of an ellipse containing a stipulated fraction f ρ of the beam. From Eq. (66)
corresponding to emittance πρ √ B = 118 mm mrad, six times the 'Fermi-Eyges' value. This happens in both transverse directions, and the energy distribution is also smeared out, so the transmission of a degrader/re-analyzer system is very small when the energy step is large.
Summary
The joint probability of x and θ (projected angle) at any depth z in a homogeneous slab has a Gaussian form (Eq. 20) involving three functions A n (z) which are moments of the scattering power T (Eqs. 21 -24). The distribution of x irrespective of θ is Gaussian with variance A 2 (physical meaning of A 2 , will be more obvious later).
The rms spread of protons emerging from a slit at z about their mean angle is the angular confusion θ C = B/A 2 . It is independent of x (distance of the slit from the beam axis).
The quantity conjugate to θ C is x eff = B/A 0 , called x eff because it is the rms size of the effective extended source.
The physical meaning of A 1 is the covariance of x and θ or < x θ >.
A 0 , A 2 and A 1 (or B) can be regarded as the three parameters of the beam ellipse at z. The bounding box of the ellipse is given by √ A 2 and √ A 0 . The tilt of the ellipse is related to A 1 . Alternatively, the area enclosed by the ellipse (beam emittance) is π √ B (physical meaning of B).
Therefore, given the three moments, the ellipse can be drawn (Eqs. 46 -48).
Applying the theory developed so far to a 127 MeV proton beam stopping in water, we find, at the maximum depth, an rms beam size √ A 2 that agrees with experiment ( Figure 14) .
If a beam enters a finite homogeneous slab with moments A n its outgoing moments are A 
Eqs. (49 -51) can be written in a differential form (Eqs. 54 -56) suitable for disordered heterogeneities (voxel-by-voxel treatment).
It is sometimes useful to replace the entire beam line under consideration by an equivalent source drifting to the depth of interest in vacuo. Three such sources are defined:
The effective extended source is that erect ellipse which drifts into the ellipse at the POI. It exactly replaces the actual beam.
The virtual point source is the point source from which the protons at the POI appear to emanate.
The effective scattering point is the intercept of the back projected asymptote of σ x (z) with the beam axis.
The first two can be identified with intersections of the beam ellipse with its bounding box, while the last is the upper right hand corner of the box. Various equations can be written for parameters and positions of the sources. After any substantial drift in air or in vacuo the source distances from the measuring plane converge (Figure 18 
Beam Spreading in Matter
As a simple but useful application of Fermi-Eyges theory we consider, in some detail, the transverse spreading of an ideal beam of protons or heavier ions in a homogeneous degrader. If the degrader happens to be water, that sets the limit on the smallness (as a function of depth) of targets that can be treated conformally in the ideal case. In practice, conformality will be worse because of non-ideal beams, heterogeneities, and non-elastic nuclear interactions.
Theory of Preston and Koehler
During the first decade of proton radiotherapy at the Harvard Cyclotron Laboratory (HCL), William Preston and Andreas M. Koehler studied, theoretically and experimentally, the limits imposed by multiple Coulomb scattering (MCS) on proton beams of very small initial cross section ('pencil beams' in current terminology). Unfortunately their manuscript [21] (hereinafter PK) was turned down. 13 In reading their paper one should realize that, though Fermi-Eyges theory already existed, they were unaware of it. Instead, they suggested an intuitive way of computing beam spreading, essentially deriving Eq. (23) by direct physical reasoning. Using that model with the MCS theory of Bethe and Ashkin [23] they showed that the transverse spread at end-of-range of a proton beam stopping in any material is very nearly proportional to the range of the incident beam. The constant of proportionality depends on the material. They further showed that transverse beam spreading as a function of depth in any material obeys a universal law, for which they gave an analytic expression. That is, the basic shape of σ x of the pencil beam vs. depth, expressed in appropriate reduced variables, is independent of the stopping material, the incident energy and (as we will show later) the properties of the stopping ion.
14 Let us re-derive these results in the language of Fermi-Eyges theory, closely following their reasoning. Figure 20 is a facsimile of PK's construction which makes Eq. (23) (recalling A 2 = < x 2 >) intuitively obvious. Consider the random kick, in a scatterer element dx, projected onto a measuring plane (MP) at S which can be anywhere downstream of the origin. A single kick has projected length (S − x)∆θ. The rms spread in the MP is the quadratic sum of such kicks. Passing from the sum to an integral over x, introducing the definition of scattering power, and changing to our present notation (x becomes z) we obtain Eq. (23). PK's results are all derived from this single equation. PK used a scattering power T derived from the MCS theory of Bethe and Ashkin [23] . We will instead use our 'differential Molière' [15] scattering power (Eqs. 16, 17) . 15 For a homogeneous slab, with z any depth ≤ R 1 , Eq. (23) then becomes
(To avoid repetition we have anticipated heavy ions by writing a factor z I , the ion charge number, with every E s .) Though the scattering power is integrable numerically with f dM (p 1 v 1 , pv) included, to obtain results in closed form we have taken that slowly varying function outside the integral as an effective valuef dM . In analogy to PK, let that bẽ
that is to say, its value at half the depth of interest, call it f dM, z/2 . Figure 21 shows the quality of that approximation. To integrate Eq. (68) we express the kinematic quantity pv in terms of z ′ using the excellent approximation
where a and k depend on the stopping material. k varies inversely with scattering length X S (or radiation length X 0 ) but is always small compared to 1 (Table 1) . Eq. (68) becomes
If we desire the maximum (final) pencil beam size we set z = R 1 and, integrating, obtain 
and Eq. (72) becomes
This is PK's first result: σ x at end-of-range for a given material is nearly proportional to range. If we evaluate A at R 1 /2 and set f dM, R1/2 ≈ 1.015 equal to 1 we are left with the very simple
which despite appearances is nearly independent of R 1 . For protons in water with R 1 = 5 cm it gives 2.37% , for 30 cm it gives 2.22%. The more complicated procedure based on Eq. (72) ( Table 1) gives 2.25%. The three are equal for practical purposes. Continuing PK's derivation, in the weak Øverås approximation Eq. (68) becomes
which can be integrated giving
Dividing Eq. (77) by Eq. (74) and ignoring the difference between f dM, z/2 and f dM, R1/2 we find
This is PK's second result: pencil beam spreading is universal if σ is normalized to its maximum value and depth is normalized to its maximum value (range). We shall find this remains true for any heavy ion. Table 1 lists parameters useful in evaluating the foregoing formulas for protons in 31 materials as well as the final constant of proportionality between σ at end-of-range and range (see caption for details). From Table 1 protons in water: σ x, R1 = 2.25% × R 1 (PK Eq. (12c): 2.17%) protons in aluminum: σ x, R1 = 3.11% × R 1 (PK Eq. (12d): 3.18%) so our rederived numerical values are very near PK's (taking into account, of course, their use of σ r = √ 2 × σ x rather than σ x ).
Generalization to Heavy Ions
The results just obtained can be generalized to heavy ions. First we need to establish the rangeenergy relation for heavy ions and its consequence for pv. From stopping power theory [3] the mean projected range of any fast charged particle is
mc 2 is the particle's rest energy and z its charge number. τ ≡ E/mc 2 is the particle's reduced kinetic energy. 17 c B is a universal constant while Z and A or (for compounds and mixtures) some combination of constituent Zs and As, are atomic constants of the stopping material. Table 1 : Quantities related to the calculation of σ x, R1 /R 1 in various materials. Eq. 72 is evaluated at five equally spaced ranges R 1 , the largest corresponding to 250 MeV incident, and a straight line passing through the origin is fitted cf. PK Figure 3 . Col. 11 is the slope of that line and col. 10 is the rms scatter of the five computed points about the line, a measure of the proportionality of σ x, R1 to R 1 . Col. 2 is the density (parentheses: mg/cm 3 ), col. 3 is the mass radiation length and col. 4 is the mass scattering length. Cols. 5, 6 are the Øverås parameters from a two-point fit at R 1 /3 and 2R 1 /3 and col. 7 is the rms scatter (at the five ranges) about that fit, a measure of the goodness of the approximation. Col. 8 is the 'weak Øverås' parameter fitted at R 1 /2 and col. 9, the rms scatter about that fit.
'stopping number', a function which, to a very good approximation, depends only on speed [3] . From Eq. (10) an ion's speed depends only on its τ = E/mc 2 . Therefore, Eq. (79) implies
Introducing a I ≡ m I /m p and noting that z p = 1 we find for any ion
where R p is proton range as a function of energy. 18 From this, if E p is proton energy as a function of range,
Given a proton range-energy function and its inverse (which must now extend to very large ranges because of z 2 I /a I ) we can now solve any range-energy problem for any ion.
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The Øverås approximations also generalize, as shown by Kanematsu [18] . The weak version Eq. (73) reads, for protons, (pv)
Suppose a proton and an ion have the same speed v. From special relativity
so momentum is proportional to mass and therefore 
Kanematsu [18] gives the analogous 'strong' approximation for water, also showing that it is much more accurate than the usual power law R = aE b . We will not need it here, however. To complete the generalization to heavy ions we need to consider the effect on scattering power. On elementary considerations (the Coulomb force) we must attach a factor z I to every occurrence of E s [11], which we have already done. Kanematsu's scattering power T dH [18] requires no further modification since its nonlocal correction factor depends only on the path integral of (1/X 0 ).
We wish, however, to use our T dM (Eqs. 16, 17) whose correction factor f dM depends logarithmically on the diminution of pv. f dM as it stands (Eq. 17) will not work since it was optimized for protons and characteristic (pv)s for ions of the same range are much larger, as we have just shown. Rather than opening Pandora's box and re-optimizing f dM for each ion let us apply an appropriate reduction factor f I to both p 1 v 1 and pv letting
The form of f I is suggested by Eqs. (82, 83) which, for protons and ions of the same range, give
A somewhat better approximation is f I = 1/(z I √ a I ) 1.018 (85) Figure 22 shows it is good to approximately ±2% for materials, ions and ranges of clinical interest. That is good enough, because f dM only depends logarithmically on pv. For protons, f I = 1. Also involved in the derivation of T dM [15] was a condition on the characteristic large-angle (nuclear size) cutoff of Rutherford scattering. That lead to the simplification of χ 2 /χ 1 and thus to the introduction of scattering length X S . As easily shown, χ 2 < 1 is even better satisfied for heavy ions than for protons.
Putting everything together, the derivations of the previous section go through exactly as before and we find that Eq. (75) for the R 1 coefficient of rms beam spread and Eq. (78) for the universal beam spreading profile apply also to heavy ions. The influence of heavy ions in Eq. (75) is found entirely in z I and the fact that pv for heavy ions is much larger.
Combining Eqs. (84) and (75) we also find, for ions and protons of the same range at any depth
Kanematsu [22] obtains z , nearly the same. The reason for the disappearance or near disappearance of z is fundamental. Stopping power and scattering power both vary as z 2 . The extra Coulomb scattering is offset by the increased speed needed to get the same range.
Experimental Tests
A number of transverse scans of heavy ion beams vs. depth are available. Unfortunately they tend to be motivated entirely by clinical applications (beam commissioning), thus dominated by ion-optical effects or beam contamination [25] and not too useful as tests of the basic theory. After moderate effort we have found only the following three.
Preston and Koehler
The best (perhaps only) proton data remain those of PK [21] . Protons of approximately 158 MeV from the Harvard Cyclotron, degraded to lower energy as required and collimated to a 2 mm diameter beam, fell on a target of adjustable thickness. The beam profile exiting the target was measured using a very small remotely driven diode dosimeter [26] in conjunction with a plane parallel ion chamber beam monitor. The observed Gaussian distributions were fitted graphically to extract σ. In-air σ s at the same depths were subtracted in quadrature to correct for beam and detector size.
PK's Figure 17 (our Figure 23) shows their universal curve along with data from two energies entering aluminum and one energy entering water. The data agree with theory (our Eqs. 75 and 78) within the experimental error of a few percent.
Phillips
This is a curious tale. A 1990 paper by Kraft [27] refers to 'data from M. Phillips, LBL' in a figure caption, with no further citation. Some of those data (for 1 H 1 , 4 He 2 and 12 C 6 ) were picked up by Hollmark et al. [28] who cited Kraft, and corrected for the size of the incident beam. 20 Finally, Kanematsu [18] used the data referring to 'Phillips' measurements' and citing Hollmark. The data also show up in a Master of Science thesis by M. Granlund (2001) and perhaps elsewhere.
LBL issued numerous technical notes at the time and it seemed unlikely that an experiment so difficult and fundamental would not have been written up or published. However, a library search turned up nothing. Aided by Prof. Kraft we located Prof. Phillips who, unfortunately, had discarded his documents from that period and remembered little of the episode: '. . . I suspect that the data that Gerhard Kraft originally published was a set of measurements I collated from the LBL particle therapy group (J. Lyman, W. Chu, T. Renner, B. Ludewigt) or actually just obtained from the treatment planning code data files (which of course would be data from the same group) . . .' He did, however, make us aware of the important LBL measurement to come next. The purpose of Kraft's paper was to promote heavy ion therapy and any reasonably correct data showing that heavy ions scatter less would have served. All things considered, we doubt that the data represent a measurement at all. However, in keeping with tradition, we compare the theory just derived with M. Phillips' data, read from Hollmark's graph, in Figure 24 . We have not corrected for incident beam size. The agreement is quite good.
Wong et al.
This [29] is not a measurement of beam spreading but nevertheless extremely valuable as it confirms our understanding of MCS of heavy ions in an extreme case, 238 U 92 scattering in Cu. Partly stripped U ions accelerated to 650 MeV/a I passed through a four element position-sensitive Si detector array, a 0.27 cm Cu target, and a second array. One assumes the U stripped completely on entering the Si. Each array made two x and two y measurements to establish incoming and outgoing track segments so the projected x and y deflections by the Cu were measured independently event-by-event. The final detector was thicker to provide a good ∆E measurement for background rejection.
The analysis culminated in a Monte Carlo simulation using, in turn, three different MCS models namely θ FR and θ Highland (in our terminology [15] ) and the full Molière treatment of projected angle [13] . The MCS physics is thus somewhat buried, and the difficulty [18, 15] as close as the authors come to giving an experimental error.
Fortunately a much simpler analysis is possible using the information provided. Figure 6 gives target-in and target-out projected angular distributions for x and y. Scattering in Cu can be obtained by subtraction in quadrature, giving almost equal x and y angles which can be averaged and compared directly with various theoretical predictions using the mixed slab procedures and notation of [15] . In order of agreement with experiment (last column), with Kanematsu's 'differential Highland' scattering power [18] Of course, stopping powers or range-energy relations enter any such analysis or Monte Carlo. Those used by the authors were not directly described in the paper, and a citation proved unhelpful. Be that as it may, we used the heavy-ion formulas of the preceding section, the ICRU49 proton range-energy tables [3] 
Summary
We rederived PK's results [21] in Fermi-Eyges language.
PK find the equivalent of Eq. (23) by reasoning that the rms transverse size of the beam at an arbitrary measuring plane is the quadratic sum of displacements, projected onto that plane, from infinitesimal elements of the stack. All their results follow from this single fragment of Fermi-Eyges theory.
If the single scattering correction in the integral of Eq. (23) is replaced by its effective value and pv is replaced by the Øverås approximation then < x 2 max > (at z = R 1 ) can be found in closed form (Eq. 72). < x 2 max > is very nearly proportional to R In the weak Øverås approximation the integral can also be evaluated at arbitrary depth leading (Eq. 78) to a universal form for beam spreading in terms of normalized depth (PK's second result). It holds for protons of any incident energy traversing any material.
The PK results can be generalized to arbitrary ions of mass/(proton mass) a I and charge number z I . Because stopping power depends only on these and speed, the range of an ion , given its kinetic energy, can be scaled from the proton range-energy relation (Eq. 80) and the energy of an ion, given its range, from the corresponding proton relation (Eq. 81). The weak Øverås approximation scales similarly (Eq. 83).
The scattering power for heavy ions depends on the single scattering correction. If, as in T dM , it is a function of pv it must be adjusted for the fact that pv for ions is much greater than for protons of the same range. Eq. 85 gives the appropriate factor to reduce pv to 'proton scale' and thus restore the validity of T dM .
With all this done, the PK derivation goes through as before, extending their results to heavy ions. Beam spreading at any depth is less for a heavy ion than for a proton of the same range by 1/ √ a I (Eq. 86).
There are few experimental tests of beam spreading in matter. PK validated their own theory with measurements [21] at several proton energies in aluminum and water. Data from Phillips at LBL have been widely cited but may or may not come from experiment. Wong et al. [29] is not a beam spreading measurement but nicely confirms multiple Coulomb scattering theory in an extreme case, uranium scattering in copper.
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A Analytical Geometry of the Ellipse
Following Born and Wolf [30] we derive relations between parameters of the ellipse, centered on the origin, in several forms: the parametric form in the usual x, y frame, the parametric form in a u, v frame tilted to coincide with the principal axes, and the quadratic form in both frames. We also prove a formula for the area enclosed by a tilted ellipse. 
A.1 Tilted Ellipse
The parametric form is x = A cos t (87) y = −B sin(t − δ)
By inspection this defines a closed curve depending on three parameters A, B, δ , touching the bounding box 2A × 2B at the points labeled in Figure 25 . If δ = 0, squaring and adding yields the quadratic form 
A.2 Transformation to Principal Frame
Let us now find the parameters of the same ellipse in the frame u, v tilted with respect to x, y by an angle ψ such that u and v coincide with the principal axes of the ellipse (see Figure 25 ). The transformation from x, y to u, v is a counterclockwise rotation through ψ u = x cos ψ + y sin ψ 
We assume a is the semimajor axis, a ≥ b. t 0 is not really an ellipse parameter since changing it does not change the shape or orientation of the ellipse. It is simply a shift in the origin of the time-like parameter t to ensure that Eqs. (87, 88) and Eqs. (95, 96) are capable of describing the same situation even with respect to the initial location on the ellipse. Since these equations are supposed to describe the same ellipse we have, on using Eqs. (93, 94), a cos(t − t 0 ) = A cos t cos ψ − B sin(t − δ) sin ψ − b sin(t − t 0 ) = − A cos t sin ψ − B sin(t − δ) cos ψ Expanding, we obtain a (cos t cos t 0 + sin t sin t 0 ) = A cos t cos ψ − B sin ψ(sin t cos δ − cos t sin δ) b (sin t cos t 0 − cos t sin t 0 ) = A cos t sin ψ + B cos ψ(sin t cos δ − cos t sin δ)
If these are to hold identically the coefficients of sin t and cos t must be equal: a cos t 0 = A cos ψ + B sin ψ sin δ (97) a sin t 0 = − B sin ψ cos δ 
21 It is incorrect to say 'area of an ellipse'. The ellipse itself is a closed curve, having no area.
For a more general and less well known equation we note that, from Eq. (92), B cos δ is the y intercept of the ellipse and we already know that A is the maximum value of x. Therefore from Eqs. (102) and (108) The beam ellipse, which encloses an area π x
